BC Tech Insurance Plan

BFL CANADA is one of the largest employee-owned and operated commercial insurance broker and consulting services firm in Canada. Our 950+ professionals provide insurance, risk management and benefits services for mid to large size organizations across the country.

BFL CANADA is an organization that truly believes in establishing partnerships with its clients. We have been a member and supporter of BC Tech for over 15 years and acted as BC Tech’s exclusive insurance broker, as well as providing general insurance programs to its membership network.

While risks vary from one organization to another, our professionalism and discipline do not. We understand that each entity is unique and our professionals are dedicated to delivering the right solution however simple or complex the insurance needs may be.

**KEY FEATURES:**

- Exclusive program access, including 10% BC Tech Membership either credit or discount.
- Comprehensive manuscript wordings.
- Customized insurance programs and competitive rating models.
- Industry specialized team to keep you informed about risk and insurance issues.
- Resources to meet and exceed service needs including prompt and efficient claims processing.

**KEY COVERAGES:**

- Professional Liability (Errors & Omissions)
- Commercial General Liability
- Cyber Coverage:
  - Ransomware Coverage & Business Interruption
  - Privacy Regulatory Fines
  - Privacy Breach
  - Pci Fines & Penalties
  - Electronic Processing of Funds
  - Defamation Libel and Slander
  - Infringement
  - Electronic Theft or Fraud
- Directors & Officers Liability
- Property Insurance
- Mergers and Acquisition/Representations and Warranties
- Trade Credit Insurance
- Patent and Intellectual Property Infringement Coverage

**CONTACT A REPRESENTATIVE:**

Robin Messenger  
VP, Client Executive  
T. 604-678-5465  
r messing er@bflic anada.ca

Stephen Wolfe, CIP, CRM  
VP, Client Executive  
T. 778-374-4667  
swolfe@bflicanada.ca

Karen Stewart, CIP, CAIB  
Client Service Manager  
T. 604-678-5464  
kstewart@bflicanada.ca
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